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Big news coming out of Fayettville, AR and the University of Arkansas this morning, as they
picked a huge commitment in Mansfield Legacy DT Enoch Jackson, a top prospect in the
C/O 2019 that gives the Razorbacks more fire power on the defensive side for their 2019
recruiting class.
Standing at 6'0 290 LBS, Jackson has been a nightmare on the defensive line for Broncos'
opponents. Jackson is explosive off of the ball, has a quick first step, and wreaks havoc in
any offensive backfield.
He possesses a multitude of moves to get free from offensive linemen at the point of
attack, uses his hands extremely well, flows from sideline-to-sideline in pursuit of the ball
carrier and puts pressure on the quarterback from the defensive tackle position.
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Jackson is also fleet a foot, which was on display this past season when Legacy put him in
the backfield as a tank RB in a goal-line offensive possession during the 5A Division II
semifinals against Aledo.
Jackson will be apart of one of the top defenses in 5A at powerhouse Legacy in 2018. The
Broncos have multiple defenders with a plethora of top college offers and commitments
heading into fall camp as DB Jeffrey Carter gave his commitment to Texas A&M last week.
Arkansas was just one of a host of power five teams in hot pursuit of Jackson as Ole Miss,
Missouri, Georgia, and Florida were several SEC schools who were after this talented
interior defensive lineman. The Big 12 was left hanging also as Texas Tech, Oklahoma
State, and Kansas State missed out on Jackson's services.
In 2017, Jackson made his presence known each week, totaling 52 tackles, 19 tackles for
loss, 6 sacks and 2 fumble recoveries.
Follow me on Twitter @Marchen44 or On Da Marc Sports, theoldcoach.com and listen to
our Top Texas Prospects podcast here at theoldcoach.com as we keep you updated on
daily commitments from top recruits.
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